January 2016 Job Shadowing & Career Networking Dinners

Job Shadowing: January 4-8, 11-15 (one-day)
Career Networking Dinners: Tuesday, January 12 (unless otherwise noted)

Application & Full Details
Available in the Student Center – Winter Break Opportunities
Due Sunday, November 1st by 11:59p.m.

**Mandatory Preparation Session for Selected Student Participants**
December 2, 12:15pm, CUB 260 OR
December 4, 3:30pm, CUB 260

Opportunities in the following career fields:

- Arts/Music
- Business/Sales
- Consulting
- Education
- Entrepreneur
- Environmental
- Event Planning
- Finance/Investment
- Government
- Healthcare Administration
- Higher Education/Development
- Human Resources
- Information Technology/Computer
- Law/Law Enforcement
- Library/Museum
- Medicine/Healthcare
- Non-Profit/Public Policy
- PR/Communications (Media, Advertising, Marketing)
- Religion
- Sciences/Research
- Social Work

Limited funding is available to assist students who need financial support in order to participate in these programs.
Please feel free to talk with Tiffany (tkurzawa@gettysburg.edu) if you have questions or concerns.
January 2016 Job Shadowing Days and Career Networking Dinners by Location

CONNECTICUT:

Networking Dinners:


Stamford, CT - Anne Engel P’2016, Marketing Consultant, Independent Consultant; Mark Engel P '16 CEO, Rosco (International company in the theatrical/film lighting business). Both of us have BAs from liberal arts colleges and an MBA. Anne Engel P’16 spent 10 years in brand management at Pepsi-Cola and was a SVP at a promotion agency.

Job Shadowing:

Peter Carlson ‘1980, P’2017, President, Carlson & Carlson, Incorporated (Location: Riverside, CT) Shadow Description: Shadow President of small Independent Insurance Agency and staff in personal, commercial and life, health and employee benefits areas. See how a small business operates and learn a little about insurance at the same time. Ideally, students would also attend the career networking dinner that evening.

Gabby Garncarz ‘2005, Language Arts Teacher, Berlin Public Schools - McGee Middle School (Location: Berlin, CT) Shadow Description: I am both a classroom teacher and team leader. Student shadows will experience a workshop environment in 7th grade reading and writing classes. Shadows should anticipate opportunities to participate in lessons and to take advantage of chances to interact with middle school students. Shadows will also observe team and/or department meetings, meet support staff, and have the opportunity to ask questions and make suggestions. Education is a two-way street, and Gettysburg College students have so much to offer!

Sue Maher 1983, P’2014, Administrative Director, Cowles Foundation for Research in Economics, Yale University (Location: New Haven, CT) Shadow Description: I could show the student what is involved in the management of an endowed funded foundation and other aspects of managing other types of departments at a higher educational institution.

Mark Wursthorn ‘1996, Assistant Principal, Ellington High School (Location: Ellington, CT) Shadow Description: I am an assistant principal in a high school.

Peter Vermilyea ‘1994, Social Studies Department Chair, Region One Schools (Housatonic Valley Regional High School) (Location: Falls Village, CT) Shadow Description: Observe classes (teach a lesson if multi-day stay), discuss careers in education.

CALIFORNIA:

Elaine Giuliano ‘1983, Features Editor, The Carmel Pine Cone (Location: Pacific Grove, CA) Shadow Description: The student will come along on interviews and assist in research for articles for the week's paper. If the student's present on a Wednesday and Thursday, they may also observe and participate in production. Good photographers may find themselves with a photo credit. This is a great opportunity to observe operations at a successful weekly newspaper with 100% locally produced content — no wire stories. The Pine Cone is available online, and interested students should
acquaint themselves with its style and editorial point of view before applying. **Interested students should be from California or already have plans to be in the area during January break.**

**FLORIDA:**

Courtney Hughes '2007, Assistant Director, National Fellowships, New College of Florida (Location: Sarasota, FL)

**Shadow Description:** My responsibility is to assist, coach, and mentor students applying for highly competitive scholarships and fellowships through advising sessions, essay editing, and working with foundations on their behalf. Additionally, my office is located in the Center for Engagement and Opportunity so I work closely with our career development staff and the Assistant Director for Internships to create programming and opportunities for our students. **Background check is required. Interested students should live in Florida or have plans to already be in the area in January.**

**INDIANA:**

Mariah Johnson '2014, Laboratory Technician, Komen Tissue Bank (IU Simon Cancer Center) (Location: Indianapolis, IN)

**Shadow Description:** The Komen Tissue Bank is the only repository of normal breast tissue with matched serum, plasma, and DNA in the world. By studying normal tissue, we accelerate research for the causes and prevention of breast cancer. As a laboratory technician, I work with our principal investigator on a number of projects related to breast cancer risk factors and the molecular markers present in pre-cancerous tissue. Throughout the day you will have the opportunity to learn about our research and the techniques we use, attend a staff meeting (if shadowing on a Tuesday), and experience a day in the life of a lab tech. **Interested students should live within driving distance, or have plans to already be in the area in January.**

**MASSACHUSETTS:**

**Networking Dinners:**

Boston, MA - Mark Burkhard P’2017, Vice President, Human Resources, Eaton Vance Management

Brewster, MA - William (Skip) Atwater P’2014, Business Consultant, Hewlett Packard; Katherine Atwater P’14, 4th Grade School Teacher

**Job Shadowing:**

Emily Celano ’2000, EBI Consulting (Location: Burlington, MA)  
Shadowing Description:  
[https://www.ebiconsulting.com/company/about.html](https://www.ebiconsulting.com/company/about.html) *Student must be local and majoring in Environmental Science/Policy.

Stacy Godnick ’1984, Associate Dean for Student Academic Life, Boston University (Location: Boston, MA)  
Shadow Description: Exposure to meetings, program planning; potential exposure to residence life, admissions, provost office, and other aspects of higher education administration. Additionally, possible opportunity to meet with a BU alum who is working at a Charter school with K-12 kids.

Marlene Warner ’1997, Executive Director, MA Council on Compulsive Gambling (Location: Boston, MA)  
Shadow Description: Learn more about a statewide organization that deals directly with gambling through advocacy, prevention and skill building, public awareness and information dissemination, training, education and capacity building of a professional workforce, and intervention, treatment and recovery support of people dealing directly with problems.
Maria Melone ‘1992, Partner, MORR Dental Solutions, LLC *(Location: Westborough, MA)* Shadow Description: ="My company is only two years old so shadowing me for the day will provide a soup to nuts experience of my company and what it takes to make it work. My primary service offering is dental practice brokerage but I also offer business valuation services and consulting to dental group practices. The day may include such things as reviewing legal documents, compiling due diligence materials, preparing engagement letters, reviewing financial information and preparing analyses, talking or meeting directly with clients or potential clients. I am partnered with a regional accounting firm that fairly exclusively provides accounting and business services to dentists and could also give exposure to that group.

**MARYLAND:**

Networking Dinners:

**Westminster, MD** - Lorna Rice ‘1981, Social Worker, Carroll Hospice; Can provide students with a tour of our facility as well.

**Rockville, MD** - Meredith Bove ‘1997, Senior Manager, Sucampo Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Job Shadowing:

**Mary K. DiUbaldo** P’2019, Director of Development, Moveable Feast *(Location: Baltimore, MD)* Shadow Description: Non-profit management. I run the fundraising dept. for a non profit with a 4 million dollar budget. We deliver nutritionally tailored meals to individuals with HIV/AIDS, cancer and other life threatening illnesses. We believe that Food=Medicine. We specifically work with those who do not have access, affordability or ability to prepare healthy meals. Local students are encouraged to attend, as this is best as a multiple day experience (at least 3 days). A public policy major or marketing or healthcare might find this experience interesting.

**Melissa Kiehl** ‘2000, Teacher/Gifted and Talented, Howard County Public School System *(Location: Ellicott City, MD)* Shadow Description: I can set up shadowing with any academic department based on students' interests. The Principal is also a Gettysburg graduate!

**Michelle Lynette Hughes** ‘1991, P’2018, Pathologists' Assistant, Pathology Assist-Temp, Inc. *(Location: Frederick, MD)* Shadow Description: Observe and gain hands on experience with surgical pathology specimens that are received in a Pathology Laboratory for gross processing for later microscopic analysis by a Pathologists’ Assistant (Physician Assistant/Extender in Pathology). 4-6 hours. www.pathologistsassistants.org **DATE: Saturday, January 9th**

**Matt Rockstroh** ‘1987, Chief Operating Officer, Horan Capital Management, LLC *(Location: Hunt Valley, MD)* Shadow Description: Spend the day in a Registered Investment Advisory firm, learn how to invest like Warren Buffett, and understand the ins and outs of financial planning. Get some insights into the pros and cons of working at a large financial services firm vs. a smaller firm.

**James Deriu** ‘2000, Regional Practice Leader- Natural Resources Management, KCI Technologies, Inc. *(Location: Sparks, MD)* Shadow Description: As Regional Practice Leader, I lead a staff of more than 20 in the assessment, design, and implementation of ecological restoration and permitting projects throughout the Mid-Atlantic Region. Our staff members complete assessment, survey, design, construction, inspection, and monitoring tasks associated with stream/wetland restoration and large scale watershed studies throughout the Chesapeake Bay Region, with a focus on NPDES and TMDL compliance programs. Fieldwork opportunities are likely to be a component of this work shadowing experience.

**Dr. Jennifer Kline Donovan** ‘1995, Physical Therapist/ Clinic Director, LifeBridge/Physiotherapy Associates *(Location: Towson, MD)* Shadow Description: Outpatient orthopedic and sports med clinic
NEW JERSEY:

Networking Dinners:


**Princeton, NJ** - Beth Young P‘2016, President, Princeton Health Systems, Inc.; Lou Young P‘16 - Director of Client Services, The Mironov Group, LLC

**Bedminster, NJ** - Jack Duffy ‘1979, Vice President - Enterprise Business Solutions Service Management, AT&T; Seniors are strongly encouraged to apply (3.0 GPA minimum requested). DATE: Most likely the week of January 4th.


**Morristown, NJ** – Mike Luteran ‘2004, Senior Manager/Ticketing, MLB Advanced Media

Job Shadowing:

**Jack Duffy** ‘1979, Vice President - Enterprise Business Solutions Service Management, AT&T *(Location: Bedminster, NJ)*

*Shadow Description:* Day includes spending time with me for 2 hours, visiting our Global Network Operations Center, a Telepresence Call with our HR recruiters and Director of Business Sales Leadership Development Program and finally time with at least 3 other executives. Seniors are strongly encouraged to apply (minimum 3.0 GPA requested).

**Beth Young** P‘2016, President, Princeton Health Systems, Inc. *(Location: Princeton, NJ)*

*Shadow Description:* See how a small business works. Participate in client interactions.

**Gary Kull** P‘2019, Managing Partner/Owner, Carroll McNulty & Kull *(Location: Basking Ridge, NJ)*

*Shadow Description:* Students will get some exposure to what being a lawyer is like. We can give them some work to do. Take them to court or to mediation or depositions or meetings or the like.


*Shadow Description:* Students will get the opportunity to watch a Bond Trader in action. They will see what makes Bond Prices move and what affects the yields on various US Bonds. They will see Bond trading strategies like relative value trades, yield curve trades and long/short strategies. Although it will be impossible to grasp trading in a few hour sitting, students can get an idea of what it is like to be a trader, weather bonds or stocks or commodities. **This will be a casual atmosphere since I work from home. It could be a very busy day or it could be a very quiet day with little going on. No 2 days are alike in trading.**


*Shadow Description:* Mathematica is an employee-owned, for-profit company dedicated to improving public well-being by bringing the highest standards of quality, objectivity, and excellence to bear on information collection and analysis. Students involved in the job shadowing program will learn more about Mathematica’s work domestic and public policy, in both the survey research and policy research divisions, and the different career opportunities available at the company.
**John Pavlovsky** P’2019, Owner/CPA, John S. Pavlovsky, Jr., CPA (Location: Bordentown, NJ) Shadow Description:="I am a Certified Public Accountant providing accounting and tax services for small businesses and individuals. The shadowing experience will include watching and participating in bookkeeping functions, meetings, tax return preparation and other issues that may arise on that day. My office has participated in several job shadowing activities with area high schools and colleges. My staff and I try to expose the participants to a wide variety of situations and activities.

**Tom Shaffer** ’1987, Executive VP, Sales/Marketing/Strategy, Musculoskeletal Transplant Foundation (MTF) (Location: Edison, NJ) Shadow Description: MTF is the nations largest tissue bank. While we are a medical device company, we are also a 501(c)3 not for profit. We operate in 53 countries and provide therapeutic human biologcs to surgeons, hospitals and health systems. Each student will get to learn about our mission, how to operate as a dynamic medical device company in the complicated healthcare environment, while fulfilling our mission. They will understand how we market, brand, educate, craft strategic and operation plans, and how we work with the communities and countries we serve to educate on the benefits of tissue donation.

**Dr. Mike Manzo** ’1997, PT / Founder and President of Company, Atlantic Physical Therapy Center (Location: Freehold, NJ) Shadow Description: Observing delivery of physical therapy in an outpatient private practice setting

**Daniel Gans** ‘1976, P’, CEO, Hoboken Brownstone Company (Location: Jersey City, NJ) Shadow Description: The experience will span the gamut from financing to environmental testing and policy issues, to new energy initiatives and community development. You will also interact with co-host George Vallone ’1976, President, during your experience.

**Marcy Di Blasio** ’1985, Assoc. Director of Development, Samaritan Healthcare & Hospice (Location: Marlton, NJ) Shadow Description: Our office is a small yet mighty group of five Development professionals who raise over a million dollars each year to address costs to our patients and their families that are not covered by insurance. We conduct Annual, Planned, Major, and Corporate campaigns, concurrently as well as two large Special Events each year. We work cohesively as a team, and I think that a Gettysburg student could benefit a great deal from spending time in our presence, as well as that of the other staff members of Samaritan.

**Todd Duerr** P’2019, President - Military Services Group, American Water (Location: Mt. Laurel, NJ) Shadow Description: Large private water company that covers a broad area of careers. Access to various department staff regardless of specific area of interest. Envision 30 to 60 minute meetings with different department staff to gain knowledge of how a large company works. Also will include company overviews. Student expected to come prepared to ask questions.

**Corey Huber** ’2006, Human Resources Director, Mars Incorporated (Location: Mt. Olive, NJ) Shadow Description: At Mars Global Chocolate, we have teams across multiple disciplines that would be happy to make themselves available and spend dedicated time with the students. Most specifically, we would be happy to take them through a typical day of an HR Director, as well as provide an overview of the Human Resources function (including the various components, such as Talent Management, Org Design & Development, Compensation, Recruiting, etc.) Additionally, our Global VP of Sales is the father of a current Gettysburg student. He is happy to spend time with students to explain global sales strategy for a large multinational CPG organization and career paths within the sales function.

**Jersey Shore Medical Center (Location: Neptune, NJ) Shadow Description:** This 2-day experience will tentatively include observing a morning report session with the Department of Medicine, an afternoon observing various medical simulation exercises, and spending time with professionals in one of the following departments: ob/gyn, internal medicine, pediatrics, psychiatry, surgery, and emergency. Dr. Kountz will also provide a time to discuss with students about how to get into medical school.

**Matt Giegerich** P’2019, CEO, Ogilvy CommonHealth Worldwide (Advertising) (Location: Parsippany, NJ) Shadow Description: Spend a day exploring the world of healthcare marketing and advertising from direct to consumer
advertising (tv, digital, print, etc.) to direct to physician marketing materials. Witness the process of ad campaign brainstorming and creation through the in house execution of marketing and promotion materials. Have an opportunity to meet with both entry level and more seasoned employees for a better understanding of the universe marketing and advertising.

**Jeff Bartolino ’1979, Assistant Vice President/Attorney, NJ Manufacturers Insurance Company (Location: West Trenton, NJ) Shadow Description:** Students will visit with various members of the General Claims Department, including legal staff members, and will learn about insurance claims adjusting, personal injury lawsuits, insurance policies (primarily auto), and other areas within the Company. Dinner is included.

**NEW YORK:**

**Networking Dinners:**

**New York, NY** - Cheryl Kamen ’1982, Director of Adult Services, LMSW, Hudson Guild

**New York, NY** - Andy Parker ’1979, P’2017, Managing Director, Twenty-First Securities Corporation; Possibly Scott Estill ’96, Partner, Skillcapital LLP, New York, NY; Mr. Parker’s bio can be found here: [http://www.twenty-first.com/bios_andy.htm](http://www.twenty-first.com/bios_andy.htm)

**Manhattan, NY** - Greg Pinchbeck ’1990, Global Head of Third Party Risk Mgmt, Business Resiliency & Crisis Mgmt, Global Consumer Banking, Citigroup; Jeff Franchetti ’90, Cheif Information Officer at Cravath, Swaine, & Moore; Nick Johnson ’90, SVP National Sales, NBC Sports Digital, NBC Universal. Great for students who are: (1) undecided on their career path, (2) have a broad-based business interest and not locked into an industry, (3) a desire to work, (4) entrepreneurial mindset, or (5) students that have studied abroad.

**New York, NY** - Eric Handler ’1986, Vice President, Communications, YES Network; [RESUME REQUIRED - submit to tkurzawa@gettysburg.edu by 11/1 at 11:59p.m.](mailto:tkurzawa@gettysburg.edu)

**New York, NY** - Eve Battaglia P’2013, Casting Director (mainly indie films), Freelance; Informal talk over coffee

**New York, NY** - Ray Hopkins ’1987, President, Television Networks Distribution, CBS Corporation; [RESUME REQUIRED - submit to tkurzawa@gettysburg.edu by 11/1 at 11:59p.m.](mailto:tkurzawa@gettysburg.edu)

**New York, NY** - Mary Claire Lagno P’2012, Retired VP Head of Aetna Small & Middle Market Business, Aetna - Retired; Christopher Lagno P’12, Parnter/Attorney, Seyfarth Shaw LLP; also inviting other adults (alumni/parents) to join for dinner. We would love to have a group of students for dinner and great conversation!

**Job Shadowing:**

**Cheryl Kamen ‘1982, Director of Adult Services, LMSW, Hudson Guild (Location: New York, NY) Shadow Description:** Staff and/or department meetings, interaction with older adult participants, participation in activities/events; sit-in on walk-in social services, if interested. Lunch is included. I am a department head and, as such, don't provide much in the way of one-on-one services - it is more of an administrative experience, although there are opportunities to meet and interact with clients/participants throughout the day. [www.hudsonguild.org](http://www.hudsonguild.org)

**Louisa Polos ‘2008, English/Social Studies Teacher (6th Grade), Rippowam Cisqua School (Location: Bedford, NY) Shadow Description:** Spend the day in the life of a middle school English/Social Studies teacher

**Marti Mowers P’2019, Family therapist, Monroe BOCES 1 (Location: Fairport, NY) Shadow Description:** Observe going into schools and talking to school staff about student behaviors. Also observing children in classrooms. Discussion
around working with parents and families (through family therapy) to improve home behavior and family interactions, and also parent relationship. And support with their child’s school.

Dr. Kevin Braat P’2018, Physician, ENT and Allergy Associations, LLP (Location: Long Island, NY) Shadow Description: Dr. Braat’s Bio - general otolaryngology (ear, nose, & throat) with special interests in Pediatric Otolaryngology, Sinus/Allergy conditions and thyroid/parathyroid surgery.

Mary Balady P’2019, Managing Director, J. P. Morgan (Location: New York, NY) Shadow Description: Assistant to Investor Services Sales staff who cover Institutional clients in the Asset Management Segment

Donna Bourke Kieffer ’92, Senior Sales Manager, Pandora (Location: New York, NY) Shadow Description: Shadowing Gettysburg Alumni/current Pandora employees throughout the day in the Ad Operations, Client Services and Sales & Marketing Departments. We will also coordinate presentations around our Music Makers, Legal, Recruitment and Internships Departments. (www.pandora.com)

Scott Estill ’96, Partner, Skillcapital, LLP (Location: New York, NY) Shadow Description: Skillcapital was founded in 1998 and works exclusively in the private equity market to both help private equity funds discover and evaluate forthcoming deals (via access to leading executives in various industries) and recruit the best management teams for their portfolio companies. Since being founded, Skillcapital has worked across 5,000 different LBO (Leveraged Buy Out) transactions and with 15 of the top 20 global private equity funds this year to add differentiated alpha to transactions through the most seasoned executives around the world. The NY office represents the newest geographic expansion for Skillcapital and our goal is the provide the same services to many of the global PE firms we work with in Europe that have North American operations while also expanding our client list to those firms that invest in either North America alone or both North America and internationally that we have not worked with to date. http://www.skillcapital.com/

Kevin Horan P’2019, Director- Fixed Income Product Manager, S&P Dow Jones Indices (Location: New York, NY) Shadow Description: As the world's largest resource for index-based innovation, data and research our mission is to bring independent, transparent and cost effective solutions to the global investment community. S&P Dow Jones Indices is at the forefront of index change and innovation. Our goal is to continue to anticipate and respond to how our clients see global investment opportunities.

Emily Kaeli ’2000, Director, Beacon Hill Staffing (Location: New York, NY) Shadow Description: Beacon Hill Staffing is a national staffing firm with offices all across the country. I run our Temporary Administrative Staffing Division in NYC. We specialize in placing temporary and temporary to permanent administrative staff. Our team has a sales function ie members of the team are bringing clients to Beacon Hill so we have jobs to fill and we have a recruiting team which sources candidates for the roles we are working on. This experience would allow a student to see full cycle how our business works. A great opportunity for those who have an interest in recruiting.

Jason Maltby ’1988, President, Executive Director of National TV and Digital Video, Mindshare USA (Location: New York, NY) Shadow Description: Will learn about the media business at one of the worlds largest media agencies. Part of the day can be actual shadowing. Other part will be learning about different media (TV, Digital, etc.) Will include mock interviews to get real life experience and feedback.

Scott Metzger ’1997, Talent Agent - Actors, Paradigm Talent Agency (Location: New York, NY) Shadow Description: TBD

Robert Near P’2015, Managing Director, BNY Mellon (Location: New York, NY) Shadow Description: Experience a day on a Trading Floor

Lori Olbrys P’2019, Executive Vice President, Recruiter, O’Hare & Associates (Location: New York, NY) Shadow Description: I am an advertising/marketing recruiter so am happy to talk with students/help guide students who wish to
pursue this career path. This would not really be to see what a Recruiter does, but to help anyone interested in the advertising/marketing field. Prior to recruiting these past 17 years, I spent ten years at Grey Advertising working on various Procter & Gamble beauty brands (Cover Girl, Pantene).

**Laura Osgoodby ‘1986, Global Head Risk & Control - Citi Shared Services, Citibank (Location: New York, NY)** Shadow Description: watch/listen to different meetings from Information Security, Fraud, Disaster Recovery Planning, Regulatory Issues, Audits, etc.

**Bradley Pensyl ‘2003, Associate, Allen & Overy, LLP (Location: New York, NY)** Shadow Description: TBD

**Brendan Ripp ‘1999, VP & Publisher, Sports Illustrated, Time, Inc. (Location: New York, NY)** Shadow Description: Observe Publisher in meetings

**Wendy Tarvin P’2019, Senior Account Executive, Bentley Mills (Location: New York, NY)** Shadow Description: We will spend the day specifying carpet to designers and architects on major project in NYC. We will learn product selection for a given design, selling practices, pricing jobs and strategy against competition.

**Tom Thurston ‘1981, Principal - Equity Trading, Sandler O’Neill + Partners (Location: New York, NY)** Shadow Description: I am a Partner in a privately held investment bank in NYC. I run the equity trading desk in NY. We are focused strictly on the institutional side of Wall Street. The day will be spent here in NYC on the equity trading desk as well as with other business departments within the firm. Depending on availability of Sandler O’Neill employees I will try and have the individuals spend time in; Equity Research, Capital Markets, Investment Banking, Quant’s, Fixed Income Sales & Trading as well as with my equity sales traders and equity research sales people. Our day starts with a 7:30AM sales meeting and can run until 6:00 or 7:00PM if we have a deal or management team in presenting although we usually end things around 4:30 or 5:00 depending on what has transpired on that particular day. (Experience is best suited for a junior)

**Sarah Wendt ‘1990, Director of Major Gifts, Young Women’s Leadership Network (Location: New York, NY)** Shadow Description: This organization supports a network of all girls public schools and the College Bound Initiative, a college access program that has a partnership with Gettysburg admissions.

**Charlotte Wilcox ‘1969, Theatrical General Manager, Charlotte Wilcox Company (Location: New York, NY)** Shadow Description: Potentially attend an advertising meeting for a particular Broadway show; shadow a stage manager during a performance; meet company managers, associate general managers, interns in an active broadway production office. Shows currently represented: BEAUTIFUL - The Carole King Musical; ON YOU FEET! The Emilio and Gloria Estefan Story; and ALLEGIANCE.

**Catherine Wood P’2015, CEO, ARK Investment Management (Location: New York, NY)** Shadow Description: Student will join company meetings - Morning meeting (daily), stock meetings (Monday), research meetings (Thursday) and brainstorming session (Friday). Student would also join conference calls and other outside meetings.

**Dr. James Farrell P’2019, Senior Partner/Doctor, Westside Podiatry Center (Location: Skaneateles, NY)** Shadow Description: Spend a day following the doctor as he examines and treats patients in the office. Learn what a average day is like in a Podiatry practice. Requirements: Medical Compliance required (i.e. vaccines, etc.); Flu shot for 2015-16 season

**Lauren Davis Catlett ‘2002, Principal, Uncommon Schools-Troy Prep Charter School (Location: Troy, NY)** Shadow Description: Shadow staff members at one of the highest-performing charter management organizations in the country. Students may shadow the principal, teachers in grades 5-8 in all content areas, or members of the operations team.
OHIO:

Kathleen Dugan P’2015, Librarian & Executive Director, Cleveland Law Library Association (Location: Cleveland, OH)

Shadow Description: Observe legal reference service to lawyers and judges in the Cleveland area. Learn how to use our Integrated Library System to circulate and discharge books, look up patrons, charge accounts, and pay patron bills. Attend any meetings scheduled. Tour library and courthouse. Go out to lunch. **Interested students should live locally, be within driving distance, or already have plans to be in the area.**

PENNSYLVANIA:

Networking Dinners:

Camp Hill, PA - Bill Pyron ‘1983, P’, Senior Professional Specialty Sales Representative, Allergen Pharmaceuticals; Brian Rusignuolo ’98, Senior VP and Chief Information Officer, Select Medical Corporation - graduated from Gettysburg with a BA in Environmental Studies and a minor in Mathematics; MBA from Penn State in 2013. Comfortable speaking to students that are interested in the following areas: computer science, technology, business analytics, business, healthcare, physical therapy or nursing. My department has several different areas of focus within the information services or information technology sector.

Gettysburg, PA - Kelly Alsedek ’1970, Associate Director of Communications & Marketing - Retired, Lebanon Valley College

Gettysburg, PA - Susan Pyron ’1983, Associate Vice President of Annual Giving, Alumni and Parent Relations, Gettysburg College; Joshua Ginder ’15, Assistant Director of Annual Giving - Student Program

King of Prussia, PA - Brett Montich ’2000, Financial Planner, MetLife; Kyle Zimmerman ’04, Director of Human Resources, Aramark; Donna Montich, High School Spanish teacher

King of Prussia, PA - Steve Cloetingh ’1981, VP Strategic Business Development, Assurant

Harrisburg, PA - Rich Swartz ’1980, P’2009, General Counsel, Residential Warranty Company, LLC; Lindsay Musser Hough ’98, Partner, Deloitte Consulting LLP; Author

Newtown Square, PA - Holly McDevitt ‘1987, Managing Partner, Mockingbird Holdings, Inc.; Matthew McDevitt ’87, Executive VP of Real Estate BioMed Realty Trust

Clarks Summit, PA - Tim Atkins ‘1989, HR Business Partner, Coca-Cola Refreshments;

Philadelphia, PA - Jennifer Brevoort ‘2000, Director of Networking Learning, Graduate! Network/ Adjunct Faculty, Drexel University’s Lindy Center for Civic Engagement/ CoFounder, Pop-up Play

Philadelphia, PA - Jean Rodenberger ’1989, Editor in Chief, F. A. Davis Company; Melanie Cann ’89, publishing/content provider, Staywell Publishing

Pittsburgh, PA - Liz Williams ‘2013, Donor Recognition Specialist, Carnegie Mellon University; Leslie Przybylek ’88, Curator of History, Senator John Heinz History Center; Sierra Green ’11, Archivist, Senator John Heinz History Center; Rachael Surmick ’12, HomeOwnership Center Manager, Neighborworks Western PA; Emily Harper ‘10, Associate Council, Allegheny County Office of Conflict Counsel

Philadelphia, PA - Charlie Scott ‘1977, P’2009; 2012, Principal/Owner, CTS Consulting Group, LLC; Katherine Scott ’09, Technology Advisor (Sales Rep) at Evolve IP; Dan Scott ’12, Brokerage Writer at The Vanguard Group
Job Shadowing:

Rev. Dianne Kareha ‘1973, P’2003, P’2006, Chaplain, Diakon Lutheran Social Ministries (Location: Allentown, PA) Shadow Description: Student will be able to shadow me in leading worship service, Bible study, and pastoral care visits. Due to Sunday services, the shadowing could take place on a Sunday as it suits the student’s schedule.

Dr. Stephen Kareha ‘2003, Director of Physical Therapy Residency Education, St. Luke’s University Health Network (Location: Allentown, PA) Shadow Description: Physical therapists work with patients of all ages to prevent and correct problems with movement. On various days I have patient care hours mixed with administrative and teaching time.

Michelle Veresink Richmond ‘2007 Membership Manager, ArtsQuest (Location: Bethlehem, PA) Shadow Description: ArtsQuest is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization engaging and revitalizing communities through the arts. ArtsQuest owns and operates the ArtsQuest Center at SteelStacks and the Banana Factory Arts Education Center in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, and is the nonprofit behind the nation’s largest free music festival, Musikfest®. Hosting 1200 performances a year, 800 of which are free to the community, ArtsQuest relies on the support of generous donors and corporate sponsors. This shadowing experience will show you to see what it is like to work for an active arts organization, particularly within the field of development.

Fran Cannon ‘1978, Executive Vice President, C 3 Real Estate (Location: Blue Bell, PA) Shadow Description: I run a commercial Real Estate company that specializes in leasing and management of office buildings, shopping centers and apartment buildings. C3 Real Estate has both a commercial real estate firm and a telecommunications consulting firm. Work place is Business Casual.

James Kerr P’2019, Vice President, Corporate Communications, Unisys (Location: Blue Bell, PA) Shadow Description: I run global communications for Unisys, a $3.4 billion information technology company based in Blue Bell, Pennsylvania. Our group handles external communications (public relations, client communications, and social media communications) as well as internal communications.

Helen Karchner P’2019, CEO/co-Founder/Business Development/Expert Moderator, Karchner Marketing Research & KMR Research Studio (Location: Collegeville, PA) Shadow Description: (taken from our internship program) Student will become one of our KMR TEAM Members. As such, your opportunity for learning and growth will be varied, with the multi-faceted projects we have ongoing. You will have an opportunity to gain valuable experience. Marketing Experience: - Expansion of the KMR brand - Development of KMR brand subsidiaries - Growth of the new KMR Research Studio - Maintenance of current KMR clients - Cultivation of new/past KMR clients Marketing Research Experience: - Assist our Field Coordinator with commissioned research projects - Conduct desk research on various research topics and therapeutic areas - Cross check recruiting data gleaned against screener criterion - Take notes and/or shadow a moderator during active qualitative interviews - Transcribe interviews - Locate and identify applicable verbatim quotations - Create charts and graphs to support explanation of a study’s results - Monitor social media discussions - Manage various data bases - Create and design surveys - Provide graphic design support for final reports including pictures, diagrams, etc Participation within and support for various projects is proportionate to incoming research. The industry does experience seasonality, typically busier in the 3rd & 4th Q's. However, exposure to research methodologies, exploration into state-of-the-art digital techniques, and an opportunity to glean various research philosophies through attendance at industry presentations may be available. Moreover, continued marketing efforts are required to cultivate potentially new clients and re-engage current clients. We welcome ambitious, dedicated, insightful, and inspirational students. The only bad question is the one that's never asked! Communication is key to a successful internship! We usually work 12-14hr days each day
Angela Dolson ‘2011, Assistant Director for Stewardship, Lafayette College (Location: Easton, PA) Shadow Description: The student(s) will experience the day-to-day routine of working in Development and College Relations, an opportunity that would be ideal for those interested in either working in higher education, fundraising or event management.

Dr. Robert Garvin P’2019, Anesthesiologist, Anesthesia & Pain Associates of N.L.C. (Location: Ephrata, PA) Shadow Description: Student will shadow me in the Operating Rooms of Ephrata Community Hospital. They will observe the Anesthesia Care team’s part in preparing the patient for surgery and in the administration of various anesthetic techniques for many different types of surgery. On any given day they will observe many types of surgery including Orthopedics, ENT, Ob/Gyn, General, Thoracic, Vascular, Ophthalmologic, Gastroenterology, Podiatric & Plastic surgery. They will observe an entire operating room team of professions including OR Technicians, OR Nurses, Nurse Anesthetists, Anesthesiologists, and Surgeons.

Melissa Bova ‘2007, Director of Government Affairs, Pennsylvania Restaurant & Lodging Association (Location: Harrisburg, PA) Shadow Description: Our association represents 2,700 restaurant and hotels in the state of Pennsylvania. Shadowing will consist of learning all of the facets and workings of a non-profit organization—membership, education, event planning and government affairs. The primary focus will be on government affairs which will consist of meetings with state legislators and their staff about the legislative priorities of our association. In addition, the day-to-day operations of government affairs in the state association—legislative tracking, working with national affiliates, fundraising for political advocacy, etc.

Nicole Grear ‘2008, Manager, Policy and Research, Energy Association of PA (Location: Harrisburg, PA) Shadow Description: With roots dating back to 1908, the Energy Association of Pennsylvania is well-established as the voice of Pennsylvania’s electric and natural gas utilities in Harrisburg. The Association is an advocate for its members on policy issues before the General Assembly, the Public Utility Commission, and various other state governmental agencies. EAP staff regularly participates in industry and government forums, testifies before key legislative committees, and coordinates industry-wide positions in complex regulatory proceedings. The Association is often sought out by the media for credible information and perspectives on current industry issues. In addition to its advocacy role, EAP helps its members better serve their customers by acting as a clearinghouse for information on best practices within the industries. The Association also serves an educational function by sponsoring conferences on electric and natural gas operational and consumer service issues that are attended by employees of member companies, out-of-state utilities, and government agencies. Shadowing me would help any PoliSci major unsure about a future INSIDE government or hesitant about law school become aware of positions like mine that work alongside government at the national and state level. The student would learn about in-depth policy research, the regulatory process, coalition building, and member services.

Stephen Harrell ‘1998, Physical Security Specialist, M&T Bank (Location: Harrisburg, PA) Shadow Description: While my current position reflects security/aw enforcement, I have previous experience in financial services, so I can talk with students about this industry. I also have experience in management and leadership at previous employers, and as always, seeing how an actual corporate job works has value in and of itself for a college student who may not be familiar. Student will ride along with me during the course of my daily tasks. Since I am responsible for physical security for the whole state of PA, there are a wide variety of possibilities: branch/vault inspections, reviewing camera footage of suspected criminal activity, following up on vendor projects, new employee training, etc. I have contact with almost every department in the bank.

Andrea Powell P’2014, Director/Teacher, School House Christian Preschool (Location: Hellertown, PA) Shadow Description: Students studying Early Childhood Education would enjoy this opportunity to observe and interact with preschool age children. Our program is largely based on the Reggio Emilia approach. Our curriculum is, therefore, emergent. We use the children’s interests to develop long-term, interdisciplinary projects. Visiting students would also
have an opportunity to learn about our assessment, documentation and planning methods. Our school hours are 9:00 to 1:40; **Background check and clearances required**

**Kim McMenamin ’2008, Sr. Research Scientist, The Hershey Company (Location: Hershey, PA)** **Shadow Description:** Experience Product Development with the Hershey Company. Learn how chemistry, math, engineering and food science are all used when developing candy recipes.

**Paul Seale ’1975, P’2006, Managing Director - Hospital Operations, PennState Milton S. Hershey Medical Center (Location: Hershey, PA)** **Shadow Description:** The shadowing experience will be the Managing Director - Hospital Operations and will involve meeting participation and interviews with various members of the leadership team at the 551 bed academic medical center at PennState Milton S. Hershey Medical Center.

**Judge David Ashworth ’1977, P’2006, Judge, Lancaster County Court of Common Pleas (Location: Lancaster, PA)** **Shadow Description:** Observe court proceedings, attend chambers conferences, etc. Tuesdays are Drug Court, but as we get closer to January, I may have other trials (civil/criminal) throughout the week scheduled. Selected students have the option to shadow more than one day if schedule allows.

**Wendy Nafziger P’2019, Director, Benefits, HRIS and Employee & Student Health, Lancaster General Health (Location: Lancaster, PA)** **Shadow Description:** Opportunity to observe day-to-day operations of busy Human Resource office. Observations will include on-site meetings, conference call participation, employee meetings and problem resolution, as well as minute-to-minute prioritization of tasks.

**Dr. David Talabiska ’1983, P’2014, DO, Central Pennsylvania Gastroenterology (Location: Lewisburg, PA)** **Shadow Description:** We like to have a one on one interaction with the students who would observe direct patient care in the office, procedure rooms, and hospital. We start at 7 am and do procedures in the morning, then see patients in the office starting at 1 pm until 4-5 pm. Friday we only have procedures in the morning with no afternoon office hours. We allow the students to spend as much time as they want throughout the day. Also, if any of your students are interested in being a PA, we have any excellent PA in our office and we can also set some time up with her.

**Brian Rusignuolo ’1998, Sr. VP & Chief Information Officer, Select Medical (Location: Mechanicsburg, PA)** **Shadow Description:** U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED: Select Medical is one of the nation’s largest providers of specialized care. Select Medical’s more than 40,000 employees operate or support more than 100 hospitals specializing in long-term acute care, 17 inpatient rehabilitation hospitals, and nearly 1,500 outpatient centers offering physical and occupational therapy and/or occupational medicine. It also offers physical therapy and/or athletic training to approximately 300 high schools, colleges, and professional sports teams. In addition, it also provides medical rehabilitation services on a contracted basis to more than 400 nursing homes, hospitals, assisted living and senior care centers, schools and work sites. Come work with a professional, challenging organization and gain working experience in conjunction with your educational studies. This will be a valuable asset as you explore future career opportunities. Opportunities in Data Quality, Human Resources, Health Information, Management, Legal, Accounting and Finance, and Information Services.

**Chris Bowman ’2000, Assistant Principal, Conewago Valley School District - New Oxford Middle School (Location: New Oxford, PA)** **Shadow Description:** As an administrator, they can see what we do on a daily basis. Every day is a new experience, so I cannot tell you what to expect on my end. We can also have students observe in classrooms and possibly even assist with activities if fitting. Tony Angelini ’06 is an alum, so he will host students in his room, but as the AP, I am sure I can find other willing teachers to host future educators in various content areas. (Background check required; Clearances needed). Dinner is included with hosts in order to recap/debrief the events of the day.
Kaitlyn Lyons ’2010, E-Z Borrow Support and Resource Sharing Librarian, University of Pennsylvania (Location: Philadelphia, PA) Shadow Description: Learn about working in an academic library. Kaitlyn received her MLIS from the University of Pittsburgh (2012).

Lindsey Piecyk ’2009, Development Coordinator; Private Voice/Piano Teacher, Theatre Horizon; Villanova University (Location: Philadelphia, PA) Shadow Description: My job at Theatre Horizon is in Development, dealing with administrative/fundraising side of the Theatre. If we are currently in the run of a show the student could certainly sit in on rehearsal as part of the day. It would be an ideal fit for a student who is looking to get into theater and/or arts administration in general. My job as a music teacher would be great for a student who wants to see what teaching private voice/piano lessons is like, so depending on the time/day of the week, I teach in 3-7 hour windows at Villanova University. I also personally think that this would be a good fit for a student who might like to have a varied career in the arts. I can speak with them about the experience of working in performance, education, administration, fundraising, as well as the ups & downs of owning my own business (being a contractor). Read Lindsey’s bio & resume here: http://www.lyndseypiecyk.com/

Kim Sakil ’1994, Training Coordinator, Temple University (Location: Philadelphia, PA) Shadow Description: That is a scheduled new hire orientation. The student can sit in and observe me and my team. My team will present the orientation. It starts from 8:30 am - 11 am. The student can stay for lunch and answer any other questions before leaving for the day. Additional colleagues involved: Eric Brunner & Towanda Record.

Richard Scheff ’1977, Chairman, Montgomery McCracken (Location: Philadelphia, PA) Shadow Description: Opportunity to shadow the Chairman of a law firm in Philadelphia with 125 lawyers. See the Chairman as he manages the daily operations of the law firm and also manages his own case load which involves white collar crime and government investigations.

Dr. Edward McClain P’2018, Orthopedic Surgeon, Three Rivers Orthopedics- UPMC / UPMC St. Margaret Hospital (Location: Pittsburgh, PA) Shadow Description: Student will experience seeing patients in the office on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Tuesday and Thursdays are surgery days and the student can observe in the operating room. I run a busy orthopedic practice that concentrates on adult reconstruction surgery. Hip, knee and shoulder replacements are my specialty. I see about 40 patients a day in the office on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. I perform 5 to 6 surgeries a day on Tuesday and Thursday. The ideal shadowing experience would be for the student to spend a day in the office seeing patients with me followed by a day in the operating room observing surgery. So a combination of a Monday/ Tuesday or a Wednesday/Thursday shadowing would be ideal. The student is of course welcome to just spend a day in the office seeing patients if she or he chooses.

Leslie Przybylek ’1988, Curator of History, Senator John Heinz History Center (Location: Pittsburgh, PA) Shadow Description: Students have opportunity to learn about two different sides of work in a large regional history center - with dual shadowing in the museum and the research library during the host day. Sierra Green ’11, Archivist, will also be involved in the shadowing day experience.

Sarah Hart ’2009, Assistant District Attorney, Berks County District Attorney's Office (Location: Reading, PA) Shadow Description: My job requires prosecuting defendants with crimes committed against the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. My day typically involves anything from traffic summary appeals, witness interviews, police interviews, preliminary hearings, pleas and sentencings, bench trials, to jury trials.

Amy Layman ’1994, Executive Director, Alumni Relations, Villanova University (Location: Villanova, PA) Shadow Description: The shadow experience will be held from 11 am to approximately 2 pm on the Villanova University campus. The host will attempt to customize the experience to meet the interest areas of participants. Lunch will be provided. Sessions will include: An overview of higher education administration; Alumni Relations/University advancements; Other
discussion areas will be based on students' interest (e.g. - volunteer management, event planning, data/technology, communication/marketing/social media, fundraising, athletics, student life, etc).

**Dr. Robert Jones '1980, Medical Director for Infection Prevention / Clinically Integrated Network, Reading Health System (Location: West Reading, PA)** Shadow Description: I run the ambulatory ID clinic with the medical residents 8:30-12. Then students will spend some time in microbiology, round on the in-patient side of the hospital on the ID service with one of my colleagues, spend some time in Infection Prevention, and lastly (if there is time) we would talk about the Clinically integrated network and the business of medicine.

**Dr. Ray Truex '1963, P’1994, Neurosurgeon, Reading Health Physician Network - Spine & Brain Neurosurgery (Location: West Reading, PA)** Shadow Description: The shadow day would start at 11am, dinner will be included.

**RHODE ISLAND:**

Networking Dinners:

**Providence, RI - Stetson (Tack) Eddy ’1972, Attorney, Leary & Holland; Hugh Barry ’72, Attorney, Hugh Eric Barry, Esq.; DINNER DATE: January 11, 13, or 14th**

**VIRGINIA:**

**Judge Marla Decker '1980, Judge, Virginia State Court of Appeals (Location: Richmond, VA)** Shadow Description: Judge Decker received her J.D. from T.C. Williams School of Law at the University of Richmond, where she currently serves as an evening adjunct professor teaching Appellate Advocacy among other courses. Bio: 20 years as Assistant Attorney General in Criminal Litigation Section trying cases in state and federal court and defended convictions on appeal; promoted to Section Chief of the Special Prosecutions Section (Medicaid Fraud Control, Organized Crime, Environmental & Health Professions Units); appointed Deputy Attorney General of Public Safety & Enforcement Division; 2010 appointed as Secretary of Public Safety; 2013 appointed to the Court of Appeals in VA; 2014 elected by the VA General Assembly to an 8yr term as Judge on the Court of Appeals.

**Kim Russell P’2019, Vice President, Contract Administration, Valkyrie Enterprises, LLC (Location: Virginia Beach, VA)** Shadow Description: U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED: I manage contracts for a small, veteran owned government contractor. Valkyrie provides engineering and technical services to the Navy. I am responsible for proposal pricing, negotiating terms and conditions, reviewing revenue, and some financial reporting. Accounts Receivable reports to me. My job is a cross between law and accounting. I'm not a lawyer and I'm not an accountant, but I work with both.

**WASHINGTON, DC/NORTHERN VA:**

Networking Dinners:

**Washington, DC - Bruce Chamberlin ‘1986, Senior Associate Director of Admissions, Georgetown University; Conversation will focus on careers within higher education, undergraduate admissions, and legal counsel work within a university and the Department of Education. Bruce Chamberlin '86 (undergraduate admissions at Georgetown University) and several other DC alumni with backgrounds in academic advising at the university level and college counseling at the secondary school level will be in attendance, as will a friend of Gettysburg (a Swattie, but don't hold it against her) who serves as legal counsel within the US Department of Education (Higher Education focus). Appropriate for all classes, freshmen through seniors. (Several recent Gettysburg alumni who are currently working in college admissions attended this dinner as undergraduates.)**
Washington (or Arlington, VA), DC - Arielle Distasio ‘2012, Management & Program Analyst, Department of Justice / PR & Corporate Communications, Georgetown University; Tyler Yingling ’07, Assistant Counsel, Governor of New Jersey; Tentative: Bob Sinton ’85, Chief, Counterintelligence Law Unit, Office of the General Counsel, Department of Justice


Springfield, VA - Diane Garstka P’2019, Independent Consultant, Rodan + Fields (Self-Employed)

Job Shadowing:

Michael Ben’Ary ‘1998, Deputy Chief of Staff, Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) (Location: Alexandria, VA) Shadow Description: *U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED* The mission of the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) is to enforce the controlled substances laws and regulations of the United States and bring to the criminal and civil justice system those organizations and principal members of organizations, involved in the growing, manufacture, or distribution of controlled substances appearing in or destined for illicit traffic in the United States. A student will be able to observe and interact with headquarters personnel handling a variety of areas of responsibility, from operations to legislative affairs. A student may, depending on scheduling, be able to observe administrative proceedings dealing with DEA registrants. Mr. Ben’Ary formerly worked for The United States Attorney's Office.

Phil Calbos P’2019, Principal Assistant Deputy Administrator Defense Programs, U.S. Department of Energy, National Nuclear Security Administration (Location: Washington, DC) Shadow Description: *U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED* No two days are alike. My objective would be to find a date where the student can get a broad overview of what we do here. That means a lot of discussions that range from detailed program meetings to more general policy discussions. The meeting participants might be just DoE/NNSA folks, or it could be briefings to Congressional staff or others in the Executive branch.

Brendan Shelley ‘2005, Special Agent, ICE - Homeland Security Investigations, U.S. Department of Homeland Security - Immigration and Customs Enforcement (Location: Fairfax, VA) Shadow Description: *U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED* ICE is a federal law enforcement agency within the Department of Homeland Security that is responsible for enforcing laws governing border control, customs, trade and immigration. HSI is a division within ICE that serves as the primary investigative entity for ICE and DHS. HSI Special Agents have broad legal authority to investigate over 400 federal laws involving transnational criminal activity to include international terrorism, money laundering, commercial fraud, cyber crime, human rights violations, human smuggling and trafficking, narcotics smuggling, immigration document and benefit fraud and transnational criminal street gangs, weapons smuggling and international art and antiquity theft. The Shadow Day experience will give students the opportunity to learn about ICE's unique role in protecting U.S. national security and public safety. Students will gain insight into the types of cases Special Agents investigate, the investigative process, law enforcement practices and the broader Homeland Security / criminal justice systems.

Timothy Quinn P’2019, Chief Information Officer, U.S. Geological Survey (Location: Reston, VA) Shadow Description: Depending upon the interest of the student we could provide a variety of opportunities that occur at the USGS national headquarters. These include: Information Technology, Data Science and Modeling, Water Science, Chemistry, Geo Science, Hazards (volcano and earthquake) Science and Monitoring, Ecosystems Management, and Office of Communications.

Pat Bryan ‘1977, P’2015, Senate Legal Counsel, U.S. Senate; Kelly McGrath ‘2015, Staff Assistant for the Committee on Financial Services, U.S. House of Representatives (Location: Washington, DC) Shadow Description: The office appears
in court on behalf of, and provides advice to, Senators, staff, Committees, and Senate officers on a wide variety of issues ranging from constitutional issues (recess appointments, executive privilege, etc.) to constituent and administrative matters. The shadowing day experience will greatly depend on what is happening at that time. If the Senate is in session there may be an opportunity to watch the floor, or to sit in on a Committee hearing. At present we do not have any court hearings scheduled during that time. It may also be possible to sit in on meetings on issues on which the office is providing advice that may or may not be interesting; of course, attendance will depend on the willingness of our clients to allow a student to sit in.

Jennifer Burnszyński ‘1196, Associate Deputy Assistant Secretary for Human Services Policy, US Department of Health and Human Service (Location: Washington, DC) Shadow Description: *U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED* For a student interested in public service, this is an opportunity to learn about US social policy, public sector executive management, and how research and policy analysis interact with federal policy and practice. The Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation advises the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services on policy development in health, disability, human services, data, and science; and provides advice and analysis on economic policy. You will be shadowing the Associate Deputy Assistant Secretary for Human Services Policy, whose office advises on research-based policy solutions to improve the wellbeing of America’s most vulnerable.

Mike Buscher P’2019, Head, Reference Services, Geography & Map Division, Library of Congress (Location: Washington, DC) Shadow Description: A student participant in the Job Shadow program would be introduced to staff at all levels and would explore the many different jobs and tasks that go into making the largest cartographic collection in the world (5.5 million maps, 85 thousand atlases) accessible to Congress and researchers worldwide. The student would be introduced to historical collections dating back to the 14th century and to the latest digital materials being produced. I am currently the Head, Reference Services for the Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division and also continue to serve as Acting Head, Collections Management, Geography and Map Division, a position I held for 25 years. I am responsible for all research services and for the care and maintenance of the largest collection of cartographic materials in the world. I currently manage about 25 people, Cartographic Specialists, Librarians and Library Technicians. Interested students are encouraged to review the website: http://www.loc.gov/maps/collections/.

Laurie Whitsel P’2019, Director of Policy Research, American Heart Association (Location: Washington, DC) Shadow Description: Will introduce students to the policy research work of the American Heart Association, translating science into policy at the national level in areas such as nutrition standards within government feeding programs, food labeling, exercise prescription, active design, tobacco prevention, hypertension treatment and control, systems of care, health IT, access to care and cardiac and stroke rehabilitation. The association’s policy research department provides evidence-review, modeling, and policy development as the foundation for the American Heart Association’s advocacy work at the national and state level. The shadowing experience will take place in our DC office.

Glenn Williamson P’2019, Assistant Professor, Georgetown University (Location: Washington, DC) Shadow Description: I teach in the Masters in Real Estate program and own my own advisory business www.amberreal.com. Students will attend a class in the Masters program as well as site visits to a real estate project of interest which could include any of my projects (free roofs, medical office buildings et al).

Rachel Wynn ‘2012, Founder/CEO, Starlight Social (Location: Washington, DC) Shadow Description: Join Class of 2012 alumna Rachel Wynn at her home office, for client meetings, and a networking event for a fast paced day of startup business operations, social media management, and website design. With the hours a day you spend navigating your social media marketing, what else could you be doing to grow your business? Starlight Social provides personalized media and social services designed to make your life easier. Do What You Love, We’ll Handle The Rest. (www.starlightsocialdc.com)
Jason Dury ‘1987, Managing Director, Prevail Services Group, LLC (Location: , DC) **Shadow Description:** *U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED* I am a multi-industry consultant. My clients and contacts represent the following sectors: Defense Industry, Pharmaceutical, Healthcare, Higher Education, Information Technology, Insurance, and Risk Management. My specific areas of focus include Insider Threats, and Global Security (physical security, intelligence analysis, country and political risk, travel safety, executive protection support, and threat & vulnerability assessments). If I don't have appointments lined up with clients that focus on any of those topics during the shadow dates, I will do my best to set up briefings or discussions for the participants.

**WEST VIRGINIA:**

Dr. Christine Densmore ‘1986, Veterinary Medical Officer, U.S. Geological Survey - Leestown Science Center (Location: Kearneysville, WV) **Shadow Description:** I am a veterinarian working in the field of aquatic animal disease research with the federal government. I work side by side with scientists with backgrounds in microbiology, molecular biology, and fisheries biology to investigate diseases and research other health related problems that affect wild animals in aquatic environments. Our team could show you the type of work we do on a daily basis and discuss some of our research projects and how they relate to our mission of protecting our Nation's natural resources. This laboratory is located in the Eastern panhandle of West Virginia near Shepherdstown, WV. We are slightly under a 1.5 hour drive from Gettysburg College.